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ABSTRACT
Electronic supply chain (ESC) is a network among the parties of a supply chain system, such as manufacturers, suppliers,
and retailers. It recodes all the processes involved in the distribution of specific products until transported to final
customers. Blockchain (BC) technology is a decentralized network that records all the transactions in real-time and is
used in many areas such as cryptocurrency. In this paper, we work on an ESC system that records all the transactions
based on BC technology using a drug supply chain system as a case study. The recording of the transactions consists
of three main stages. First, all the parties of the ESC system are represented in the BC network as clients with unique
identities. Second, all the information related to a specific drug is recorded inside the transaction and each transaction
has its own signature. Finally, all the transactions of the drug from the manufacture to the patient are recorded inside
a block with a unique identity for each block. These steps inside the BC are performed based on security cryptography
mechanisms, such as rivest-shamir-adleman (RSA) and secure hash algorithm SHA. The results illustrate that the proposed
approach protects the drugs from counterfeiting, ensures the reliability, and provides a real-time tracking system for the
transactions that have occurred among ESC parties.
Index Terms: Blockchain, Block, Electronic Supply Chain, Monitoring, Reliability, Traceability

1. INTRODUCTION
Supply chains can be defined as a series of interconnected
activities between manufacturers and customers, which
include the coordination, planning, and controlling of
products and services [1]. The classical supply chain has
many issues such as need for paperwork; speed limits; and
lack of traceability, security, and reliability [2]. The ESC
records all the activities and transactions of supply chains
electronically [1], [2], [3]. In the logistics process in an ESC,
the products can be transported in a way that the parties
(manufacture, supplier, distributor, wholesaler, retailer,
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and customer) of the network can ensure the quality of
goods [1], [4], [5].
The blockchain (BC) is a decentralized peer-to-peer (p2p)
network distributed ledger, with unlimited digital transactions
across the network without the need of third-parties.
This technology can be used in different areas such as
cryptocurrency, since it has a useful number of features such
as reliability and traceability [6], [7], [8]. BC has different types
depending on the organization or the company that uses it
or on the architecture of the network [6]. In BC technology,
every single node or client has a copy of the ledger in the
network after a consensus from all participants [2], [6]. BC
has four basic features: Decentralization, openness, security,
and privacy [2], [4]. BC and distributed databases (DBs)
are different in their structures. In addition, in BC systems
the transactions are controlled and managed by all the
participants while in database system DBs the transactions
are managed by a single entity [6].
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Many researchers have worked on the process of merging
the electronic supply chain (ESC) with BC using different
approaches. However, either the researches stay theoretical
and have not been implemented [4] or it does not fully
benefit from all the security features of BC for improving
reliability, traceability, and the monitoring process of the
ESC systems [9].

In addition, it increases reliability because in BC various
security mechanisms are used when recording supply chain
processes. Furthermore, traceability can be improved based
on BC technology, since the encryption of the information
prevents unknown transactions and unknown clients
protecting the data from modification. All the transactions
that have occurred in the ESC can be monitored in real-time.

In this paper, BC technology is used to create a reliable
architecture for the ESC process and solves the problem
of supply chain systems, such as reliability and traceability.
Regarding the drug safety issues, the aim of this research was
to help authorities in Iraqi Kurdistan to monitor and trace
drug transportation from the manufacturers all the way to
the patients in a secure and reliable way. In particular, this
model is helpful in reducing paperwork, monitoring drug flow
between ESC clients, protecting the drug from counterfeiting,
tracing the transactions, reducing cost, and protecting the
information flow between clients.

In Iraqi Kurdistan, there does not exist an electronic system
for recording and monitoring drug information and the
transactions between the parties of the supply chain system.
Therefore, it is difficult to establish reliability and provides
an efficient traceability of drugs. For our case study, we work
on the pharmaceutical system for drug transportation from
manufacturers to final destination patients in Iraqi Kurdistan
using ESC with BC technology.

The proposed model is based on three main parts of BC
technology used in ESC architecture: Clients, Transactions, and
Blocks. The Clients represent the ESC parties, such as suppliers
and manufacturers. Each client has a unique identity based
on the security mechanism RSA-1024. The Transactions hold
the drug flow information in ESC between all parties. The
proposed model generates a signature for each transaction
based on RSA-1024 algorithm, for protecting the ESC from
unknown transactions and also from modification. The Blocks
hold the transaction between the ESC parties, each block
holds five transactions from the manufacturer to the final
destination, the patient. Each block has a unique identity based
on the SHA-256 algorithm. The information flow of drug
ESC model is decentralized and shared between all the clients
and recorded in real-time enabling tracking and monitoring
of the activities by all the participants.
1.1. Problem Statement

The classical supply chain has some problems such as
depending on paperwork to exchange information; high
cost; and lack of reliability, traceability, and trust. While in
the ESC, all the information and processes are captured and
recorded in an electronic way, which is helpful in eliminating
paperwork, reducing cost, and increasing reliability, since all
processes can be monitored by all parties of the ESC system.
BC is a helpful technology that can be used with an ESC
to record all the information in a decentralized way. Then,
the processes of the ECS and can be monitored by all
participants of the network without needing a third party.
UHD Journal of Science and Technology | Jul 2020 | Vol 4 | Issue 2

The proposed system allows us to protect the drug from
counterfeiting, enables traceability of drugs, and increase
reliability between all parties in the ESC system. The
information flow between all parties is held in BC in a
secure way without a third-party involvement; therefore,
the authorities can easily monitor drug transportation and
transactions.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1. The Structure of ESC Systems

The ESC is a network between the producer of the specific
product and the supplier to record the information about all
the processes of product transportation and improving health
and safety, speed, cost, scalability, and transparency while
distributing to consumers [10], [11], [12]. In this network,
there exist various entities, such as people, resources, and
information that need to be recorded in a fast and secure
way. The general structure of the ESC includes the following
participants:
a) Provider: It provides raw materials to the suppliers,
such as the raw materials used in producing drugs, food
ingredients, and automobile parts [13].
b) Supplier: It is somebody who is responsible for the
actions of producing the raw materials, like a farmer.
c) Manufacturer: The manufacturer performs various
actions to produce specific products.
d) Distributor: The distributor is responsible for moving
the product to the retailers.
e) Retailer: It is responsible for marketing the goods,
such as local stores, supermarkets, pharmacies, or car
shops [3], [14].
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f)

Consumer: The consumer buys a product and checked
it to ensure originality. For instance, a patient who buys
the drug in a pharmacy [13].
Fig. 1 illustrates all the stages of the general ESC process:
2.2. BC Architecture

BC technology was conceptualized for the first time by
Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 and used in various areas especially
for cryptocurrencies like “Bitcoin” [15], [16], [17]. This
technology is a decentralized p2p mesh network of nodes
linked to each other and contains blocks without the need
to be managed by a third-party. Several layers govern BC
operations and generate the protocols for BC applications.

BC generally has two main types: Public BC and private
BC. Public BC is decentralized where parties can access the
current and previous records. While private BC is a centralized
network that is privately available for organizations that have
a limited number of participants. Private BC is less secure
than public BC. Fig. 2 shows an overall structure of the BC
architecture [18]:
The BC contains a sequence of techniques that are used to
recording transactions in real-time between the parties of
the network (sender and recipient). The information is held
inside blocks and each block links to a previous block, as
shown in Fig. 2. The BC provides security features such
as cryptographic hash, digital signature, and distributed
consensus mechanism [13], [18], [19].
Fig. 3 illustrates the general architecture of BC in the
Bitcoin process [15]. Each transaction that occurs in a BC
encapsulates the phases is shown in Fig. 3. In the case of
supply chain systems, all logistic processes from producing
a specific good until delivering it to customers are recorded.

Fig. 1. General structure of the electronic supply chain.

The Bitcoin cryptocurrency process consists of the
following six stages. The same stages are used for our
proposed system.
1. The Transaction: The transaction holds information, for
example, in an ESC transaction; it includes the sender
and receipt identity, date and time, the quantity of the
goods, name of the product, location, and so on.

Fig. 2. Block structure in the blockchain technology.

Fig. 3. Cryptocurrency with blockchain architecture.
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2. A cryptographic signature is the second stage of the BC
architecture to provide a secure algorithm function to
implement a cryptographic signature to both sender and
receipt identity using cryptographic algorithms, such as
SHA256, SHA512, and RSA.
3. Broadcasting the Transaction: In this stage, the
transaction must be broadcasted to the network for the
authentication process.
4. The transaction verification: The transaction must be
authenticated and verified by all the parties inside the
decentralized network.
5. Digital ledger: After notifying all the parties of the BC
of the new transactions, they are added to the digital
ledger and appended to the BC.
6. Transaction completion: Finally, the transaction is
completed and the money or the information related to
it is transferred to the receipt and added to the block.
Each block is linked to the previous one.
2.3. Cryptographic Algorithms

The secure hash algorithm SHA is one of the cryptographic
hash functions designed to hold data securely by transforming
the data into hash code using its own family of types such as
SHA1, SHA224, SHA256, and SHA512. Each of them has
a different size in bytes [20].
The RSA cryptographic system is used for data encryption
and decryption with two keys (private key and public key),
when the private key is only known to the owner and the
public key is publicly available and can be accessed by
everyone [21], [22]. The size of the key of RSA should be
1024 bits or higher. The public key is used for encryption
while the private key is used for decryption [21].

3. THE RUNNING EXAMPLE
We describe the supply chain process in an earlier section.
We show a small example of a supply chain process between
two clients known as the manufacturer and the supplier for
transporting a drug between them. Table 1 shows the
TABLE 1: A simple transaction information
occurred between two clients in a supply chain
system
Manufacturer name

Sanofi

Supplier name
Drug name
Drug Id
Date and time

Awafi
Plavix
3622554532
October 10, 2019, 02:00:13
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information related to one transaction occurred between
two clients in the supply chain. This transaction is taken
from a large set of transactions from the pharmaceutical
system in the Iraqi Kurdistan. We use the information about
a specific drug to demonstrate various transactions in our
proposed ESC with BC. In the upcoming sections, we show
more transactions about a specific drug. The structure of
the transactions contains all the information needed for the
drug supply chain process, such as drug_id, drug name, sender_id,
recipient_id, location, size, and date and time.
In ESC systems, the information can be stored electronically
with a centralized system without real-time recording of the
process, which is not secure. However, public BC systems
with ESC are secure since they are decentralized and there is
no need for third-parties to manage the process. Public BC
systems are reliable and transactions can be traced at each
stage of the ESC in real-time.

4. RELATED WORK
Randhit kumar and Rakish Tripathi [9] proposed a traceability
structure for supply chain based on BC technology to
medicine system or drug manufacturing to protect the drug
while transported from the manufacturer to the consumer,
they used BC to encrypt the QR code of the drugs to protect
the drug from counterfeiting. The methodology of this
research provides a structure to protect the medicine supply
chain from a man-in-the-middle attack.
BC in various case studies and different sectors of industry
such as the pharmaceutical supply chain is used by S. Aich,
S. Chakraborty, M. Sain, H. Lee, and H. Kim [13] to ensure the
tractability of drugs and to improve the efficiency of supply
chain network. They mentioned the problems occurred in
different sectors of the conventional supply chain and find
solutions. They compare the traditional supply chain to a
digital supply chain based on BC and Internet of Things (IoT)
for pharmaceutical process to track and protect drugs from
counterfeiting. IoT was used to record digital identification
for all products to provide trustworthiness in the digital supply
chain system. All the participants of the system in the network
can ensure the transparency of the information recorded in
the BC.
M. P. Caro, M. S. Ali, M. Vecchio, and R. Giaffreda [23]
proposed a new agriculture food supply chain based BC
architecture with IoT to keep the system from data tampering.
The integrity of the data and traceability of the process is
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conducted using various BC mechanisms such as ethereum
and hyperledger sawtooth.
A three-tier architecture based on BC was proposed by
S. Malik [10] to ensure data availability to consumers
and to provide scalability for handling transaction loads
while keeping the history and confidential information
safe when delivering to other parties of a supply chain
process.

5. BC -BASED ESC SYSTEM
In this section, we propose an ESC model, which enables
traceability, reliability, monitoring of drug transactions in the
Iraqi Kurdistan based on the BC technology. We worked on
the pharmaceutical supply chain by recording logistic steps
of the ESC to transport a drug from the manufacturer to a
patient using BC technologies. Fig. 4 shows a block diagram
of the proposed model.
In our proposed system, transactions occur among supply
chain parties in pharmaceutical process according to these
instructions:
1. Capturing the transaction n in the pharmaceutical supply
chain system between client A and client B.

2. Based on the RSA-1024 algorithm, generating a unique
identity for each one of the five different types of clients.
The identities are shared between all the participants of
the BC. Table 2 shows the client identities.
3. Build a unique transaction signature using RSA-1024,
which facilitates traceability and the identification of the
drug transported between the clients.
4. Each transaction holds the sender and recipient identities, item
information, date and time, and other related information.
5. Typically, each drug requires five transactions between the
clients to be delivered from the manufacturer to the patient
in the supply chain process. These transactions are added
to a single block m.
TABLE 2: Client identity while applied RSA-1024
algorithm in ESC
Client Type

Client Name

Manufacturer

Sanofi

Supplier
Wholesaler

Awafi Medicine
Store
KMCA

Retailer

Shar

Patient

Ahmed

Client Identity
30819f300d06092a864886f70d
01010105000381…….
06c48043be02d767f023a62ff5
b7ec7c0bc08e9bd…….
c873e055bf23971a944882e78
eb82ed0045af93c2…….
f3a6765fb8755bfc8543ef2d691
d3799ec281cda96…….
0dfb14bfb66ada3c097353d2cc
58608e8659cbbe9…….

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the electronic supply chain process using blockchain technology.
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6. Before adding them to the BC, a unique identity based on
the SHA-256 algorithm is generated for each block.
7. The block m added to the BC and each block linked to
the previous one. This makes blocks to be easily traceable
and reliable, and facilitate real-time monitoring.
In Fig. 5, the main parts of the proposed ESC system are
illustrated. The system records any transaction that has
occurred inside the ESC using BC. The ESC includes five
types of clients: Manufacturer, supplier, wholesaler, retailer,
and patient. Drugs are produced by the manufacturer,
transported to the supplier, wholesaler, and then to
the warehouse or the retailer. Finally, the drugs will be
delivered to the patient. All these transactions can be
tracked and recorded securely without need to third-party’s
involvement.
5.1. Transaction Processes

Each transaction has its own signature; they are created with
RSA-1024 algorithm. With these signatures, we can protect
our ESC transactions from any unknown transactions. Fig. 6
depicts a small transaction between two clients in the ESC.
We hold five transactions inside each block of the BC,
one transaction between each two clients starting from the
manufacturer and ending with the patient. Table 3 shows three
transaction signatures as an example.
5.2. The Block Structure of Our BC System

In this research, another main part is the generation of a
unique block for the ESC’s transactions before adding it to
the BC. Block identities are generated with the SHA-256
algorithm.

In general, inside the BC, we have an unlimited number
of blocks, which means that the system can generate any
number of blocks, but in the proposed approach worked
on 2000 blocks, each block holds five transactions in the
pharmaceutical supply chain process in Iraqi Kurdistan.
The size of each block is between 830 and 890 bytes
depending on the amount of information saved inside each
transaction and held in a block, the BC is not reseted after
holding the transaction, and the transactions history remain
inside the blocks. Each block in the BC system is protected
from modification because these blocks are shared in a
decentralized network and each block is linked to the previous
block with its own identity. Only the participants of the supply
chain system can see the information inside the blocks, which
enables the clients to easily monitor the processes of ESC.
The average time duration between the current block and
the previous block is 0.0056 ms. Table 4 shows four blocks
with current and previous identities.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the proposed system, we can ensure drug quality and the
correctness of information related to the drug manufacturing
process. Our system creates a secure channel among parties
based on BC technology, which provides traceability of drugs,
reduces cost, enhances reliability, eliminates paperwork, and
facilitates monitoring by all clients in the pharmaceutical process.
Table 5 contains a chain of five transactions inside a single
block (#block112) regarding the transportation of a specific
drug from the manufacturer all the way to the patient. The

Fig. 5. Pharmaceutical supply chain process in ESC.
UHD Journal of Science and Technology | Jul 2020 | Vol 4 | Issue 2
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TABLE 3: Three transaction signature while applied RSA-1024 algorithm in ESC
1bee9567d03e61c48e748cb2983ee4bfd308009555e45d6fe9bbbed051e338055e9950a664e280048268b8457a16ce22a8b699b3e11e0f8d553e
23541b328e949f18c7db20cd44a9c60153d3dff3538984aae8eb1fa117d54fe84e2cfd261a659cc05c97e87e7b7078c101d81595ebcf4610f
ca0172799935f82df0125b04e82
6f606e75128216b1562ca131ffdc6bae4d9967636244cac72478ea5e8764bf86824f6ad9ed250b7c031896604e969dd3cceb5989a556bf31
e0a39aca8d84d69e41740221592f4b0c0feacb34f0068c5ef5d731108cbe8e6c36503d1d158332eeb6b6cd62b734dd147409d11d085eb65
dccb4d0874c384ddbf2b0495aec858c8c
8b3c55fbe861e80937fb1ac70fa7781c041bd7af30249b0e42f7f6553e265a260a87d00d44a5942a34f3cbf168a7a54a1afb9dc40e946ff43d0
d6a7e69d72eea8c96b8da2306e7e334597cc7192e5f040318bfeea61af225c2b0da26b68b6195ef4066c6b8a9f65c9d49607bf68b340359ae
bb8e464de7d1b6c87f687851bb70

TABLE 4: Block identity in our blockchain system
generating based on SHA-256
Block number

Block current
identity (SHA-256)

Block previous
identity (SHA-256)

#Block112

6ad6d74005e15af42
18b693b3c……
23075fc5076b836
136a3a92e9……
97fb8026b07ed4f1
f73d23f31……
906886c8477237b
80b0de1fb2……

0a6b88cb1c75ab
970fd11e4…………
a9f893431c9c961
bfb7896483……
1ca161f2094af3f6e
fba34h11……
aa45b1772c74e330
74d0c061a……

#Block251
#Block512
#Block600

6.1. Traceability

In our proposed system, each block contains the transactions
that are related to one single drug. Each drug has a unique
identifier, for example, #block112 is encrypted with the SHA256 cryptography algorithm and linked to the previous block
(Table 6). In this way, we can trace the transaction between
these two clients. We can determine when the transaction has
started (DateTime), which clients participate in the transaction
(Sender and Recipient IDs), where is the current location of
the drug (Supplier and Wholesaler locations), and whether the
transaction has occurred or it is in a waiting state.
The information is recorded in real-time, which means we can
trace each drug transported between the clients in real-time.
The transactions can be monitored by all the participants,
without modification by an unknown client or user. Since the
network is decentralized, we do not need a third-party for
managing the information of the transactions that are held
inside the blocks.
6.2. Reliability and Monitoring

Fig. 6. Transaction structure and signature in ESC.

drug has its own unique identifier. There are unique identifiers
for each of the sender and the receiver per transaction along
with the date and time of the transaction.
In Table 6, we choose a transaction (#transaction21) among
the five transactions of the block (#block112) between the
supplier, RASAN, and the wholesaler, KMCA, showing all
the information of that transaction. The detail about the
transaction includes the location, date, and time, and size.
138

The reliability of the information is another feature of the
proposed approach. Since our system uses several security
mechanisms with BC technology, such as RSA-1024
and SHA-256 algorithms. These algorithms are used for
generating a unique identity for each participant (sender
identity and recipient identity), transaction (transaction
identity), and block (block identity) of the ESC system, as
shown in Table 5. With these identities, we can trust the
transactions. BC has an important process called consensus
algorithm, which provides agreements among clients of
the BC network about the data. Based on the consensus
algorithm a participant can generate new blocks that must
be accepted by the other parties of the system. This is useful
for improving the reliability and ensuring the traceability of
the system.
There is an important feature inside the transactions, which
is the transaction type. Its value is either verified or unverified. If
a client notices that some identities have been changed or the
UHD Journal of Science and Technology | Jul 2020 | Vol 4 | Issue 2
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TABLE 5: Simple drug information for five transactions inside one block in the blockchain system
#Block112
Drug Name: Omeprazole_Cap E/C 10mg,

Drug ID: 0103050P0AAAFAF

Tr

Sender name

Sender ID

Receiver ID

Date time

20

Sanofi (Manufacturer)

30819f300d06…

RASAN (Supplier)

300d06092a86…

21

RASAN (Supplier)

08b1058b43….

KMCA (Wholesaler)

dbded6379261…

22

KMCA (Wholesaler)

002b6bd609e7...

Zhin (Warehouse)

10af53600f2c…

23

Zhin (Warehouse)

6a2744af1447…

Lia (Retailer)

236a2744af14…

24

Lia (Retailer)

Ahmed (Patient)

a6a8c08fc87cd...

2020-02-04
17:25:48
2020-02-05
11:15:22
2020-04-11
9:08:40
2020-04-21
16:21:54
2020-04-29
06:22:11

49ad4dbd1e…

TABLE 6: One transaction inside a block in our
BC system from the ESC
#Block112
#Transaction21
Transaction ID
Sender ID
Recipient ID
Supplier Location
Wholesaler Location
DateTime
Drug ID
Drug Name
Size in Block
Block_Id
Block _Prev_Id
Transaction Type
Situation

1bee9567d03e61c48e748cb2983ee4bfd
308009555e45d6f………..
08b1058b43………..
300d06092a86……..
Iraq
Iraq
10-1-2020 08:22:12
0103050P0AAAFAF
Omeprazole_Cap E/C 10mg
150 Byte
6ad6d74005e15af4218b693b3cb1fb79538
159d5db568f7528c……
0a6b88cb1c75ab970fd11e49f1db8d237d9
bf819ef1165fdb0fb……
Verified
Occurred

drug information has been modified, then the value of the
field transaction type is changed from verified to unverified and
all the participants of the network are notified about this
modification. This prevents the transaction to be faked and
protects the drug from counterfeiting. This process enables
the reliability of the ESC system and establishes trust among
the participants of the network. Since all the transactions
happen in real-time, all participants as well as the authorities
can monitor the process of drug transportation between all
the clients of the ESC system.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this research work, BC technology is used for recording
information flow between supply chain parties using the
pharmaceutical supply chain system in Iraqi Kurdistan as
a running example. The proposed system generates unique
UHD Journal of Science and Technology | Jul 2020 | Vol 4 | Issue 2

Receiver name

identifiers for the clients and the transactions regarding a
specific drug and stores them along with the drug information
inside a block of the BC system. The generation of identifiers
and storing of information happen in real-time when the
transactions occur. Therefore, the authorities and supply
chain parties can easily monitor or track the transactions to
protect the drug from counterfeiting and information from
modification, thus establishing trust and reliability of the
process. In addition, the process of recording and monitoring
supply chain transactions electronically reduces cost and time
and eliminates paperwork.
In the future, we want to implement our proposed model in
other sectors, such as food and clothes, to provide reliability
and traceability among vendors and customers. Furthermore,
the Internet of Things IoT can be used to hold transaction
information about physical things that are included in the
ESC systems.
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